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Huntwood turns
dream kitchens
into reality.

SKYLINE, Cherry, Brazilian Accent Cabinets: Cherry, Ridgestone

INSTANT ACCESS
From lazy susans to
pull-out spice and can racks...
roll-out shelves to waste
baskets and recycle bins...
we provide the ideal solution
for every storage need.
OPTIMIZING CONVENIENCE
Huntwood makes it easy for you
to design “outside of the box.” The
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THE KITCHEN YOU’VE BEEN DREAMING OF
You have a vision of a home that is uniquely yours,
so you need a cabinetmaker with the expertise to make that
vision a reality. Huntwood offers a level of flexibility and
customization previously unavailable in this industry.
And best of all, a Huntwood kitchen will help make your
home distinctive, so it will stand out from the rest.

MORE PERSONALIZATION
No matter what your budget is, Huntwood will help you
realize your dreams by offering the nation’s widest range of
				
door styles, wood
				
species, colors,
				
glazes, special
				
finishes, distressing,
				
door overlays,
				
edge profiles, and
				
mouldings.

sky is the limit when you make use
of the industry’s largest selection of
convenience cabinets, custom modifications, accessories and hardware.

A higher standard
of green.

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Huntwood’s 567,000 sq.ft. plant is the
most environmentally friendly cabinet facility
in the world. We only work with companies
committed to sustainable resources and use
only non-urea added formaldehyde plywood
and particleboard. Excess materials are recycled, with 80% reused in future applications.

ETHEREAL HEIGHTS
Stacked wall cabinets and the
with display with their
cubicles, accentuate the spent.

Huntwood’s 567,000 sq.ft. state-of-the-art manufacturing plant

PUT YOUR TRUST IN THE LEADER
Why do builders and homeowners choose Huntwood
over other cabinet brands? Because for three decades we
have provided our customers with more flexibility and
more choices. And, as the West’s leading custom cabinet
manufacturer, our volume buying power and high-tech
efficiency produce more value for our customers.
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

BUILT TO LAST
We use quality
materials and components that many
manufacturers offer
only as upgrades.
At Huntwood, no two
kitchens are alike,
each kitchen is built
to order.

Award-Winning Finishing Process
				LIFETIME LIMITED
				WARRANTY
Experience the Huntwood difference; quality you’ll enjoy for
years to come - and a warranty that provides peace of mind.
LASTING TOUCH FINISH
Huntwood’s exclusive 12- step conversion varnish
finishing process is the toughest finish
in the cabinet industry! This
award winning process features
33% more solids, plus four cycles
of both sealer and oven baking,
providing the ultimate in durability.
TM

SUPERIOR FINISHING PROCESS
Huntwood’s conversion varnish finishing
system is not only safer for the environment,
it reduces the amount of “off-gassing”
normally associated with new cabinetry.
This process won the SCAPCA Clean Air
Award for its ultra-low VOC (Volatile Organic
Compound) emissions.
To learn more, go to:
www.huntwood.com
or: youtube.com /
huntwoodindustries

®

80% Waste
Reutilizaton

Committed to
Sustainable
Resources
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Master Bathrooms

Imagine a very special place
just for you, where you can
retreat after a stressful day.
Choose the special design
features and accessories that
fit your individual lifestyle and
design aesthetic.

Huntwood builds
custom cabinets
for the entire home.

Master Closets

FERNWOOD, Rustic Alder, Sienna, Artisan Black, Old World Distressing

Living Rooms

HUNTWOOD is known as “the entire home cabinetmaker” for our ability to follow a defined design theme
throughout a home. From home offices to master baths...
home theatres to wine cellars... nothing says “custom”
like rich woodwork and custom built-ins.
Convenience cabinetry can
improve the efficiency of
your new utility room while
creating a visually pleasing
work environment. A wellappointed utility room can
also double as a “mudroom,”
where you are able to provide functional storage for
coats, hats and boots.

Utility Rooms
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Nothing warms up a room like rich woodwork. Start with a beautiful
mantel... add bookcases, cabinets, columns, moulding, speakers...
you name it! There is no limit to what you can accomplish, because
Huntwood has the design solution.

A place for everything and
everything in its place. A
master closet’s storage
solutions allow you to stay
organized and fashionable.

®

Bars

SAVANNAH, Black Walnut, Natural, Antique Black, Old World Distressing

Home Offices

Wine Cellars

We help you create workspaces that maximize productivity,
increase enjoyment and solve your unique spatial and
design requirements. Make the hours you spend in your
study more comfortable and efficient!

Bars

Whether it’s your favorite team on the big screen
or a friendly game of billiards, a home bar in your
family room allows you to keep the fun going
without interruption. Fill your drinks and prepare
great snacks just like a pro.

A climate-controlled, organized and attractive wine cellar is a necessity for those
who truly appreciate great wine.
Whether you are dreaming of a built-in
entertainment center or a full-experience
theater room, Huntwood
has you covered.

Home Theaters

and of course... Kitchens
Building great kitchens is our core
competency, but we can carry that
design theme throughout your home!
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SAVANNAH, Maple, Arctic Grey

A WARMER SHADE OF GREY
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Mini Bar: SAVANNAH, Maple, Arctic Grey

SAVANNAH, Maple, Arctic Grey

Combine today’s stylish grey color pallet with the
warmth of real wood showing through. Clean lines,
5-piece drawer fronts, vertical wine cubbies, a built-in
tv and the subtle use of modern crown mouldings
create a sophisticated, contemporary look.

LAREDO, Eggshell

Island: LAREDO, Maple, Charcoal

Contemporary
ALLURING SOPHISTICATION

Island with Dishwasher and Sink

Wine Cubby and Wine Refrigerator

Cook Center with Straight Pilasters

Stacked wall cabinets, with glass doors above, accentuate
the open feel of this grand kitchen. The contrasts between dark
and light cabinetry; cool stainless steel against warm lighting and
organic wood flooring; create instant eye appeal. Neutral solid
surface countertops tie this cohesive look together.
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NAPOLI, Quarter-sawn White Oak, Ridgestone, Frameless

THE CLEAN LINES OF FRAMELESS
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Cooktop Surrounded by Pull-outs and Wide Drawers

Hidden Refrigerator and Pantry

Nothing beats the clean, understated ambience
that frameless cabinetry creates. Smooth slab doors,
gleaming solid surface counters, modern appliances
and a glass backsplash establish a cutting-edge
aesthetic that makes an impressive statement.

LAREDO, Maple, Eggshell

Shelving & Accents: Black Walnut, Natural

Modern
CLEAN LINES, MIXED MATERIALS

Cabinets Create a Built-in Refrigerator Space

Master Bathroom in LAREDO, Black Walnut, Natural

Achieve elegant simplicity by combining a door style with
extra large stiles & rails in a smooth Eggshell finish with rich
black walnut accent cabinets. Add an ultra-modern stainless
steel range hood and black walnut floating shelves, and you
have a modern look that is also very warm and inviting.
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HANOVER, Alder, Kodiak

NEW TRADITIONS
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Entertainment Center: HANOVER, Alder, Kodiak

Bar with Floating Shelves Above: HANOVER, Alder, Kodiak

Simplified lines, sleek styling and an ample
use of stainless steel accents & appliances define
today’s “Transitional” kitchen design aesthetic.
Continue this well-defined theme throughout your
living room, bar, home office and master suite.

MISSION, Maple, Eggshell

Island: Maple, Arctic Grey

Transitional
ETHERIAL SPLENDOR

Bar with Quarter Wine Cabinets

Dramatic Fireplace Surround flanked by Glass Door Base Cabinets

This kitchen epitomizes today’s fresh transitional styling
with its mix of off-white painted base and wall cabinets, soft
grey walls and contrasting arctic grey island. A modern arts
& crafts door style and oversized craftsman crown moulding
complete this increasingly popular look.
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WOODLAND & VILLAGER, Cherry, Chestnut

ARTS & CRAFTS SENSIBILITY
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Island: WOODLAND & VILLAGER, Cherry, Chestnut

Dining Room: WOODLAND & VILLAGER, Cherry, Chestnut

Clean, uncluttered lines combine with the
rich, warm feel of Cherry in this classic Arts &
Crafts kitchen. Open shelving in the island,
5-piece drawer fronts, and Villager doors in
featured areas, create a high-end country feel.

SAVANNAH, Black Walnut, Natural, Antique Black, Old World Distressed.

Island & Accent Cabinets: Black Walnut, Kodiak

Craftsman
OLD WORLD CRAFTSMANSHIP

Cook Center with Kodiak Pilasters & Range Hood

Master Bath Vanity with Flush Finished End Panel

This design was created to achieve maximum visual
interest by combining rich woodgrain with antique glazing,
and Old World distressing. The island features a rich contrasting color, a 42-inch high bar countertop, wine cubbies,
and glass doors to display cherished collectibles.
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QUAKER, Maple, Kodiak, Flush Inset

CONTEMPORARY FEEL
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Curved End to the island

Pull-out Can Rack

Dishwasher Panel

Flush Inset Detail

This kitchen combines sleek
modern design elements with the
furniture look of Flush Inset. Rich
wood is contrasted with modern
stainless accents and glass tile.

CALAIS, Maple, Eggshell, Flush Beaded Inset

Island: European Beech, Ginger

Flush Inset
DEEP CONTRASTS, FURNITURE STYLING

Flush Beaded Detail & Craftsman Toekick

Wine Cooler & Bar Sink add convenience to Kitchen

Off-white base and wall cabinets, with glass door
uppers and custom range hood, contrast nicely with the
rich, dark European Beech island. The furniture styling
of beaded flush inset plus prominent crown mouldings
give this kitchen a polished, sophisticated look.
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NDure Melamine Interior

Built to a
higher standard.

The industry’s best cabinet interior.
High scratch, heat and water resistance.

3/4” Adjustable Shelves

Full-depth 3/4” shelves supported
by adjustable steel shelf pins.

Strong Sides and Back

106º Concealed Hinges

FRAMED: Box is fully interlocked & rabbeted
together. Stabilizer and bottom are dadoed.

FRAMED: Wide access, 6-way adjustable,
and Soft-Close (on width & full overlay).

®

F R A M E D

w ood in i t s f ines t fo r m
23800 E Appleway Avenue
Liberty Lake, WA 99019
509.924.5858 / 800.873.7350
www.huntwood.com
youtube.com/huntwoodindustries
NOTE: Stain and paint colors shown
in this brochure are approximate and
will vary from actual colors due to
photography and printing limitations.
Please see a current door sample or
wood chip in your desired wood and
stain color before ordering cabinets.

F R A M E L E S S
3/4” Cabinet Box

3/4” Hardwood Face Frame

FRAMELESS: Strong 3/4” cabinet boxes
and solid wood front stabilizer bars.

FRAMED: Joints fully glued & secured
by angle-drilled locking screws.

110º Clip-on Hinges

Dovetail Drawers

FRAMELESS: Wider accessibility,
6-way adjustable and Soft-Close.

Strong solid wood drawers
with permanent bumper pads.

PSB
		NCG10K5/16
80% Waste
Reutilizaton

Committed to
Sustainable
Resources

Cover Photo: NAPOLI door style,
Quarter-sawn Black Walnut, Natural,
Frameless construction with 1.5-inch
pilasters to simulate an Inset look.

Concealed Guides

Full-access, reinforced steel guides
are self-aligning & smooth operating.

®

LastingTouch Finish
TM

12-step conversion varnish process
is the toughest finish in the industry.

